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Abstract: Behavioral analyses of in-the-wild HRI studies generally rely on interviews or visual
information from videos. This can be very limiting in settings where video recordings are not allowed
or limited. We designed and tested a vocalization-based protocol to analyze in-the-wild child–robot
interactions based upon a behavioral coding scheme utilized in wildlife biology, specifically in
studies of wild dolphin populations. The audio of a video or audio recording is converted into a
transcript, which is then analyzed using a behavioral coding protocol consisting of 5–6 categories
(one indicating non-robot-related behavior, and 4–5 categories of robot-related behavior). Refining
the code categories and training coders resulted in increased agreement between coders, but only
to a level of moderate reliability, leading to our recommendation that it be used with three coders
to assess where there is majority consensus, and thereby correct for subjectivity. We discuss lessons
learned in the design and implementation of this protocol and the potential for future child–robot
experiments analyzed through vocalization behavior. We also perform a few observational behavior
analyses from vocalizations alone to demonstrate the potential of this field.

Keywords: child–robot interaction; in-the-wild HRI; behavioral coding; vocalization-based analysis

1. Introduction

In the field of human–robot interaction, there are largely two ways to assess human
responses to and attitudes toward robots. One is by observing behavior [1–3], the other
is self-reporting, through means such as interviews and questionnaires [4–6]. It has be-
come common to conduct visual behavioral analyses from video footage of in-the-wild
human–robot interaction experiments [2,7,8]. Analytical measures can be elements such
as how long children remain in a room with a dancing robot, or subjective measures such
as the “goodness” of interaction between the robot and children as assessed by “judges”
viewing the interaction on video [1].

However, these established methods can be somewhat limiting in the context of in-
the-wild studies, particularly with child participants. Outside of a laboratory setting, it is
common to run into situations in which the filming of children, even for experimental pur-
poses, is highly scrutinized to the point where it might be forbidden or highly limited [4,9].
While in some contexts, there are behavioral analyses that can be performed according to
established practices within these limitations, in many cases, performing a visual-based
behavioral analysis of film data that is expressly designed to have poor visibility of the
subjects is unlikely to yield ideal or even useful results. There have been studies conducted
that have circumvented this potential problem by focusing on interviews with participants
after an observed interaction in the wild [4].

Our lab has often experienced such restrictions in conducting in-the-wild child–robot
interaction (CRI) experiments [9]. In obtaining consent to conduct events in collaboration
with local preschools and kindergartens, the event was often required to be conducted
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separately from regular school, in order to make it something parents could opt-in to
rather than opt-out of. From 2017 to 2019, our lab attempted to conduct several in-the-
wild experiments with local preschools using the Pepper robot by SoftBank Robotics in
Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan. Due to constraints required by the school around the filming
of children, these interactions of twenty to thirty children with one robot could only be
filmed from the back of the room. This creates a difficulty in conducting traditional, visual
behavioral analyses on these interactions as described above. With the video being taken
from behind, it is impossible to view facial expressions unless the child turns away from
the robot. Furthermore, with so many children involved, the children closest to the robot
are frequently not visible at all. Interviews and questionnaires were frequently not possible
or practical, or limited in their usefulness to analyze the interactions as a whole.

There are a handful of in-the-wild experiments that performed observation-based
analyses, which relied heavily on a vocal element [3,6,10]. These papers continue to
reference visual elements such as facial expression, and where visual data are available, it
is valuable to incorporate into the analysis, just as there is value in incorporating verbal
and vocal behavior into a primarily visual analysis. Due to the particular restrictions we
have encountered around the acquisition of clear video data in an in-the-wild setting, we
aimed to create a protocol which is able to analyze in a more systematic manner based on
vocalization behavior without reliance on visual elements. While the audio is no less chaotic
than the visuals on the existing experiments, they are less impeded by the constraints of
the setting and camera placement than body language or facial expression analyses would
be. Furthermore, as the acquisition of audio recordings in interactions with children are
not viewed with the same suspicion as visual recordings, the ability to analyze interactions
from audio data could provide more opportunities to conduct in-the-wild child–robot
interaction studies in the future. Even in a setting where a camera is not welcome at all,
audio recordings may still be permitted. The focus of this paper is to show the development
of behavioral categories to begin a vocalization-based behavioral coding protocol, as well as
to highlight some of the ways in which audio-based behavioral analysis may be useful, even
where high-quality visual data are available. The behavioral coding scheme developed was
based loosely upon a behavioral coding scheme used in behavioral studies of wild dolphin
populations, which is designed to use what few visual cues are available to researchers
above the water surface in the identification of five types of behaviors [11–13]. The transfer
of the methodology from wildlife studies of dolphins to in-the-wild studies of human
children was motivated by the fact that these are both methodologies designed to perform
simple analyses of behavior with limited visibility and no ability to interact with the
subjects being studied, though the environments and reasons and behaviors being studied
are very different.

The process described in this paper is outlined in Figure 1. The paper is structured
thusly: In Section 2, we describe the process through which children were recruited for
the interactions used in this paper. In Section 3, we describe the literature background
and the categories we outlined and defined for our vocalization-based behavioral coding
protocol. In Section 4, we assess intercoder agreement through the first round of coding; in
Section 5, we continue this process through another round, with redefined categories and
one additional coder, and conclude that there is a need to use a multiple-coder analysis due
to subjectivity of the data sets. In Section 6, we demonstrate some qualitative analyses that
can be conducted with the same data based on information that can be gleaned from audio.
In Section 7, we test our hypothesis about the subjectivity inherent in group CRI studies in
the wild using a different data set and two new coders, using the final category definitions
outlined in Section 5. We discuss our findings in Section 8, and lay out our conclusions
concisely in Section 9.
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Figure 1. Workflow of the coding process described in this paper.

2. Selection and Participation of Children

The experiment discussed for the majority of this paper (with the sole exception
of Section 7) was conducted with a preschool in suburban Tokyo in 2018 with Pepper
(SoftBank Robotics, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan). The three sequential events were planned
with teachers, and conducted as an optional after-school event. Parents and children were
informed that an experiment would be conducted in which children would play with the
robot, and would be filmed from the back of the room. They were informed that the images
containing children and any part of the data containing identifying information would
be used internally for research purposes only, and not made available through any social
media or public forum.

For the data used in Section 7, these were two events conducted in India in 2019. Inter-
actions used in this paper consisted of segments of a Wizard of Oz-style free interaction with
Anki’s Vector (Anki has since been acquired by Digital Dream Labs in Pittsburgh, PA, USA).
One event was conducted at a small business in Madhya Pradesh, and the other at a private
residence in Telangana. Children were recruited by word of mouth, with parents fully
informed that the children would be taking place in a child–robot interaction experiments.
Parents were present at all times, and assured that no identifying information would
be released.

3. Creating a Behavioral Coding Protocol

The nature of behavioral coding is to take complicated real-world values and sort
them into a defined code according to what is to be analyzed, thereby making it possible
to analyze patterns and changes in behavior. The definitions chosen to sort behaviors
necessarily both biases and limits the possibilities of interpretations. Behavioral coding
is often applied in a lab scenario as a basis for comparing self-reported measures against
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observed measures [14]. Its ability to streamline and quantify qualitative information is
of particular interest to us. In addition to providing a means of analysis of in-the-wild
interactions, behavioral coding could provide an avenue through which various in-the-wild
CRI experiments might be compared and contrasted to one another.

The closest child-directed behavioral coding scheme to the sort we wished to use was
one in which caregiver reports were used to score the frequency of a given set of behaviors
of a child toward the family’s pet dog on a scale of 1 (never) to 6 (very often) [15]. However,
this system relies on having an adult who can report on the child’s behavior over sustained
periods of private interaction with the dog (or robot, as the case would be for us), which
is not the case with our in-the-wild CRI experiments. It is particularly tricky to assess
the behavior of children based on an experimental interaction, and even studies that rely
heavily on behavioral coding are often highly structured and use video data to assess the
degree of specific emotions, such as distress [16,17].

Many behavioral coding schemes, especially those involving children, are designed
to assess intensity of a particular emotion based on a preexisting hypothesis [16], which
was not the case with our experiments. As is common with in-the-wild CRI experiments,
the experiments were designed primarily with the goal of engaging and entertaining the
children [18], many of whom would likely not participate in a laboratory experiment, with
analysis being a secondary concern. Furthermore, many of these behavioral studies rely on
having several people willing and able to train on a behavioral coding scheme [19], and at
the time of this experiment, our lab only had access to two persons with the time and will-
ingness to dedicate hours to training in a behavioral coding protocol. Questionnaires are a
common way to assess the thoughts and feelings of a children after an experiment [1,20,21],
as are interviews [4,21]. However, this is not ideal for group experiments where many
children of age 5 and younger interact with the robot at once, and afterwards parents are
eager to go home. We have tried approaching this by handing the parents questionnaires
that they could optionally return to the school, but as these questionnaires must be pre-
pared in advance of the experiment, there was no opportunity to discuss anything which
happened over the course of the experiment. Additionally, our goal in analyzing these
experiments was not to create a behavioral coding protocol that looked at the nuances of
emotional states or gain insights into the personality of each particular child, but simply
to assess general engagement with the robot on a group level. Therefore, we drew on
methods used in field studies of wild dolphin populations, outlined in [11,12] and used to
this day [13,22]. The similarity of dolphin behavioral studies to our in-the-wild scenarios
lies in that while the majority of dolphins’ lives take place underwater, the researchers
studying them can usually only do so based on what is visible at the surface, and group
behaviors were classified based on inferences that can be made from elements visible at
the surface. Similarly, we sought to identify behavioral categories that could be inferred
from audio even if visuals were obscured, which do not require the tracking of specific
individuals. In developing our coding scheme, we consulted the guidelines laid out by
Chorney et al. [23].

The guideline outlined in [23] consists of four major sections, and subsets of questions
for each section. The four sections are: refining the research question, developing and
refining the coding manual, piloting and refining the coding manual, and implementing
the coding scheme. With regard to the research question, we are interested in the behavior
of children (and, to a lesser extent, the adults around them). We are interested in their
behavior as relates to the robot, and to what extent they appear to be engaging. The rest
of Chorney’s outline about refining the research question consists of defining observation
periods and recording methods. As at present, we are using video files of in-the-wild
experiments conducted in the past, we use the full files available. Our main focus is on
developing and piloting the coding manual. The key elements of this process can be broken
into three parts: converting the recording data into a transcript, developing and refining
behavioral categories, and assessing inter-coder variation.
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Because the research is being conducted in Japan by a multicultural, multilingual
lab, the behavioral coding was designed bilingually, mindful of the cultural and linguistic
differences both in general and specifically in regard to robots [6,24]. Our lab did not have
access to more than one student trained in psychology who could understand and code
in Japanese. Furthermore, many of our in-the-wild interactions were recorded with the
understanding that the videos would not be viewed by anyone outside of the lab. Therefore,
one of our aims was to design a behavioral analysis protocol for non-specialist coders with
no experience in behavioral coding.

3.1. Creating a Transcript for Analysis

To ensure the coders could identify what they were coding, and to aid in checking
inter-coder agreement, we first created a transcript. This process was conducted manually,
as at the time of transcription, we could not find a software that could reliably pick up
children’s speech in Japanese from the quality of audio we had (sample audio is avail-
able at http://gvlab.jp/Material/BehaviorCodingProtocolv4/Experiment%20Audio%20
Sample.mp3, (accessed on 17 March 2024) with the corresponding transcript at http://
gvlab.jp/Material/BehaviorCodingProtocolv4/Experiment%20Audio%20Sample.pdf, (ac-
cessed on 17 March 2024); coders did not, at any point, code from audio alone, it was always
accompanied by video. Video is redacted in this sample audio to protect the privacy of the
children). In this study, we analyzed three interactions conducted at the same preschool
over 3 months in early 2018. Children were aged 4–5, and there were 20–30 children in each
interaction. Each experiment consisted of roughly four stages: (1) an introduction stage
where the children enter the room, while the robot is immobile; (2) a stage where the robot
conducts a roll call as a teacher would at the beginning of the school day, and the children
respond as they would to a teacher; (3) an activity familiar to the children suggested by the
teachers; and (4) a period after the experiment when the robot is once again immobile, as
some children leave and some linger. The activity in the first experiment was a dance, and
in the second experiment it was a picture book, which the robot narrated while the pictures
were displayed on its screen, with additional questions designed to prompt contribution
from the children. In the third experiment, both activities were performed, with a transition
period in between.

The three experiments were transcribed manually into a spreadsheet. Each entry was
a distinct vocalization made by a single speaker. Where there was a distinct vocalization
cutting across another, lengthier vocalization by a single speaker, this would be represented
as three separate entries: the beginning of the lengthy vocalization, the vocalization that
cuts over it, and the subsequent part of the lengthy vocalization. There were no cases of
a distinct single speaker speaking at length that would merit redacting the specifics from
the transcript, except the robot when narrating a storybook. Where only a fragment of a
sentence was audible, that fragment was entered as a single entry into the transcript.

Where there was laughter or indistinguishable voices or another vocalization difficult
to transcribe, these were input as a single description entry in the transcript. As the
three interactions analyzed were fully in Japanese, the description entries were input in
English to avoid confusion. Children and adults were easily distinguished by speech
pattern and voice, and there was no ambiguity.

The transcripts were designed not to be the source of the behavior analysis, but as
a tool to ensure coders were responding to the same vocalizations, as well as a means
to assess when different coders were hearing different things. Coders were instructed
to code from the videos, and code for what they heard rather than what was written in
the transcript.

3.2. Behavioral Categories

The interest of our study is in the vocal behavior of children and, to a lesser effect, the
adults around them. The vocalizations of the robot(s) and experimenter(s), therefore, are
excluded from the behavioral coding analysis. In defining the behavioral categories, we

http://gvlab.jp/Material/BehaviorCodingProtocolv4/Experiment%20Audio%20Sample.mp3
http://gvlab.jp/Material/BehaviorCodingProtocolv4/Experiment%20Audio%20Sample.mp3
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focused on defining a set of 5–6 behaviors which could be clearly distinguished from each
other by voice alone.

Because our aim was to investigate engagement in the robot, broadly, we sought to
isolate robot-related vocal behavior from non-robot-related vocal behavior, and subcate-
gorize the latter. Table 1 lists the nominal categories used for behavior coding with their
definitions, which were arranged for coders in the form of a flow chart, which first asked
if the behavior was robot-related to separate robot-related vocal behavior (To, About,
Responsive, Reactive, and Dialogue) from non-robot-related vocal behavior (Other), in
addition to designating a category entries that could not be analyzed (Unclear) for any
reason. The subcategories of robot-related behavior were then categorized by a series of
questions in the flow chart, as shown in Figure 2. The expectation behind this categorization
is that, based on the frequency of robot-related versus non-robot-related vocal behavior,
we would be able to assess general levels of engagement in a way that could be quantified,
and that through the subcategories, we would be able to see the broad type or types of
engagement being exhibited.

Figure 2. Representation of the flowchart used in round 1 of behavioral coding.

Table 1. Definitions of nominal categories used for each round of coding.

Behavior Category Round 1 Definition Round 2 Definition Final Definition

To Directly addressing the robot Directly addressing the robot Directly addressing the robot, unprompted
by the robot

About Directly speaking about the robot Directly speaking about the robot Directly speaking about the robot

Responsive Direct responses to the robot that could be
predicted from its programming Responses and reactions to the robot Responses and reactions to words/actions of

the robot

Reactive Direct reactions to the robot indicating that
the robot has done something unexpected N/A N/A

Dialogue Part of a robot-related dialogue Part of a robot-related dialogue; not directly
to or about the robot Robot-related, but none of the above

Other Not robot-related Not robot-related Not robot-related

Unclear Cannot be analyzed Cannot be analyzed Cannot be analyzed
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We designed these behavioral definitions to be broad categories, applicable to a variety
of in-the-wild child–robot interaction scenarios, primarily with the aim of identifying
and differentiating a handful of types of interactivity with the robot. To suggests high
interactivity, engaging the robot entirely unprompted; Responsive and Reactive suggest a
more passive interactivity, in that they are interacting, but only because of some stimulus
provided by the robot; About suggests interest without interactivity, as the robot is the
subject of discussion but not being engaged with; and Dialogue is a catch-all label for other
parts of robot-related activity that do not fit into any of the other labels. In order to counter
the subjectivity inherent in these categories, the coders were instructed to code following
a flow chart. As shown in Figure 2, categories were sorted through a series of questions,
beginning from the broadest (Other, Unclear, and Dialogue), through the increasingly
narrow categories (About, then Responsive, then Reactive, then About again to catch any
points of ongoing ambiguity) and to the most exclusive (To). Each of the points on the
flowchart were accompanied by prompting questions, as well as some clarifications (such
as instructions for how to categorize certain points of ambiguity, such as laughter). About
was on the chart twice because the prompting questions were different each time; in the
first instance, the coder was asked, “Is this vocalization to or about the robot?” and in the
second (after Responsive and Reactive behaviors have been categorized and therefore
excluded), the coder was asked, “Could this vocalization be about the robot?” to minimize
ambiguous behaviors being categorized as To.

In an attempt to see if it was possible to perform a similar analysis using behavioral
categories that emerged from this specific experiment, a secondary, incidental behavioral
category was also created, which was a category of potential interest for analysis that were
identified on viewing the data in question. These categories were not given particular
definitions beyond the word used to define the category. Coders could note instances of
the behaviors in Table 2 in a separate column, if they seemed applicable. Coders were
encouraged to apply their subjective interpretations to this category.

Table 2. Incidental behaviors of interest identified across the 3 experiments.

Behavior Definition

Interactive Addressing the robot as if seeking a response/reaction
Non-interactive Behaviors that seem to presume the robot will not react/respond

Surprise Indication that the robot has done something unexpected
Tsukkomi Jokingly pointing out that the robot has done something odd

Insult Calling the robot names or mocking its pronunciation
Fear Use of words indicating fear (tone may not sound fearful)

Command Instructing the robot to do something
Death Robot is referred to as dying or dead

Impatience Indication that they want to interact with the robot
Helpful Behaviors that are meant to help the robot

Aggressive Aggression seen toward the robot

Additionally, coders were asked to note where they felt the children were behaving
toward the robot as though to a human or an object.

Finally, where the robot was referred to by name, it was noted whether the robot had
been referred to by just the name with no suffix, or with the suffix -kun (a suffix used for
boys by classmates). This last category was considered self-evident, and therefore notated
only by the primary coder.

Explaining the Flowchart

The flowchart begins with the question Does this vocalization have anything to do with the
robot?, which serves to differentiate non-robot-related behavior from robot-related behavior,
while also discarding those which cannot be categorized into the Unclear category. Should
the coder answer Yes, the next question asks, Is the vocalization to or about the robot?, which
serves to sort out cases where participants are clearly speaking about the robot in third
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person into the About category; this is also the stage at which vocalizations which cannot
be clearly categorized are sorted into Dialogue. If the coder answers To or Not sure, they
are next asked, Is this a strong reaction or response that comes not from the programming, but
from surprise or disbelief?, which is a question designed to isolate out Reactive behaviors,
i.e., behaviors indicating that the robot has behaved contrary to the expectations of the
participants. The next question asks, Is this a response or reaction that might have been expected
from the robot’s programming?, which is designed to isolate out Responsive behaviors, i.e.,
engaging with the robot as intended. At this stage, with the Reactive and Responsive
behaviors now coded, the answer Not sure leads to the same code as Yes. Because at the
second question, the response Not sure led coders down this path, at this point, vocalizations,
which could be interpreted as speaking about the robot in third person but have been
included up to this point due to ambiguity, are sorted into About if the coder answers Yes
or Not sure to the question, Could this vocalization be about the robot. Finally, answering Yes
to the question Is this vocalization something being said to the robot? leads coders to the To
category. Should the coders respond No or Not sure at this point, they are led back to the
beginning of the chart to reassess the applicability of the Unclear and Dialogue categories.
Should coders find themselves looping back to the beginning more than once, they were
instructed to categorize the behavior as Unclear.

4. Coding Process and Inter-Coder Agreement Analysis

Initially, the coding process was conducted with two coders. Both coders were native
Japanese speakers, and coded the full three experiments described in Table 3. For the
purposes of testing the protocol, all instances of a robot or adult speaking were excluded
from analysis, including only children’s vocalizations. Coders were instructed to watch
and listen to the experiment video recording, rather than coding from the transcript alone.

Table 3. Data from 3 experiments used for coding.

Experiment # Duration Total Entries For Analysis

1 27 min 488 394
2 34 min 758 534
3 36 min 553 453

The intercoder agreement was then assessed. Results were analyzed by calculating
percentage agreement and interclass correlation coefficients (ICC). ICC was calculated
in Excel, using a two-factor ANOVA without replication and then applying the formula
for two-way random effects and absolute agreement by a single rater [25]. While there
are other methods to analyze intercoder agreement, they often rely on having a preset
percentage of expected agreement [26], which we did not have. For all categories except
the general behavioral coding section, where all applicable cells were filled in, percentages
were calculated, excluding all cases where both coders left the field in question blank. To
calculate the ICC, the nominal categories were converted to numerals from 1 to 9, as shown
in Table 4, and blank cells were converted to 0. Numbers of the categories were chosen to
roughly denote some sort of scale. The smaller numbers were assigned to the more robot-
centric behaviors, the number 8 assigned to the least robot-centric behavior, and 9 assigned
to behaviors that could not be categorized. It should be noted that, while we converted
the categories into numerical values in order to be able to conduct a statistical analysis
other than percentage of agreement between coders, the categories are not designed to be
numerical, and thus any ICC value should be taken as more of a guidance in conjunction
with percentage of agreement rather than as a definitive statistical test.

The results can be seen in Table 5. All ICC values are below 0.5, indicating low reliability.
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Table 4. Conversion of nominal categories to numerical for the purposes of calculating ICC values.
For the nominal coding categories, this order also reflected a hierarchy of categorization, wherein
where there was ambiguity between two categories, the one lower (of larger numeric value) would
be selected.

Nominal Coding Incidental Hmn/Obj Numerical Value

To Interactive Human 1
Helpful 1.5

About Command 2
Tsukkomi 2.5

Responsive 3
Reactive 3.5
Dialogue Insult 4

Aggressive 5
Other Fear 6

Surprise 6.5
Death 7

Non-Interactive 8
Unclear Object 9

Table 5. Inter-coder agreement analysis using percentages and interclass correlation coefficients (ICC)
after first round of coding.

Category Percentage Agreement ICC

Behavioral Coding 33.82 % 0.4316
Incidental Behaviors 12.30 % 0.1116

Human/Object 56.20% 0.4236

Discussion between coders revealed that several points were being interpreted differ-
ently. The definitions of the coding categories were not sufficiently clear, leading to such
differences as coder 1 consistently coding Responsive where coder 2 coded Dialogue, and
coder 1 often coding To where coder 2 coded Responsive.

These differences in understanding of definitions were much starker in the incidental
behavior category, partly due to the absence of clear definitions for the behavior categories
specified. For example, coder 1 interpreted “Aggressive” more violently than coder 2,
who interpreted it to mean socially pushy. Consequently, coder 1 notated “Aggressive”
4 times, while coder 2 notated it 419 times. “Aggressive” consequently made up more
than half of the incidental behaviors coded by coder 2. Upon discussion between coders
1 and 2, it became clear that while coder 1 had interpreted the word to mean “borderline
violent”, coder 2 had interpreted the word to mean “socially pushy”. These differences in
understanding can be attributed to the fact that while the interaction was in Japanese, these
categories were named in English, in which the coders had a disparate understanding of
keywords and their definitions. While inter-coder variation was to be expected, having
encouraged coders to apply their subjective interpretation to the categories, this amount of
variation means that this category cannot be assessed as a behavioral coding scheme; we
considered, however, that these categories could still be used to note certain patterns and
perform a qualitative analysis. Due to the particularly high subjectivity observed around
the “Aggressive” category, however, that category was omitted going forward.

5. Refining the Coding Scheme

In order to refine the protocol, the behavior categories were redefined for round 2, as
shown in Table 1. The incidental behavior category and the human-object category were
not applied this time. The flowchart was also altered as shown in Figure 3, with both
English and Japanese variations made available to coders.

Another attempt was made at refining the code, by asking both coder 1 and coder 2 to
recode a segment of the data. Due to the low intercoder agreement observed during round 1,
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we also added a third coder, who was fluent in Japanese. The data used was once again
from the dataset described in Table 3, but this time only a subsection of the data were coded,
as described in Table 6.

Figure 3. Representation of the flowchart used in round 2 of behavioral coding.

Table 6. Data used for round 2 of coding.

Experiment # Duration # Data Entries

1 6 min 90
2 8 min 123
3 3 min 99

There were six instances where coder 3 coded two possible behaviors simultaneously.
Before conducting agreement analysis, one of the two options was selected by assessing
whether either of the other coders had used one of these options. If yes, that option was
selected. If no, or if coders 1 and 2 had each chosen 1 of the 2 possible options selected,
then the option was selected which was of higher numerical value, according to Table 4.

The results are shown in Table 7. As before, ICC values were calculated by converting
the nominal values to numerical values according to Table 4, excluding Reactive. Once
again, all ICC values were below 0.5, indicating low reliability. Total agreement between
all three coders was 45.85% with an ICC of 0.3913. Agreement between coders 1 and 2
was 60.70% with an ICC of 0.4751, indicating low reliability, but improved reliability from
round 1. However, if majority consensus was taken, identifying cases where any two coders
were in agreement, agreement was 93.45%.

Table 7. Inter-coder agreement analysis for round 2 of coding using percentages and interclass
correlation coefficients (ICC).

Coders Percentage Agreement ICC

Total agreement 45.85 % 0.3913
Coder 1 vs. 2 60.70 % 0.4751
Coder 2 vs. 3 56.33% 0.3728
Coder 1 vs. 3 68.12% 0.3513

At least 2 agree 93.45 % N/A
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Discussions between coders revealed that there continued to be confusion over the
definition of certain categories, especially Responsive and Dialogue. Each coder adhered to
a slightly different definition of these words, resulting in internal consistency for that coder,
but lack of consistency between coders. Despite the questions in the flowchart and the
definitions provided, the nominal category names led to each coder having their own sense
of what was meant by that category which, at times, conflicted with the definitions and
flowchart provided. While the increased agreement between coders 1 and 2 was evidence
that training, discussion and further refinement of the definitions had been effective, that
it was still at 61% after the discussions reflected a combination of the coders’ subjective
interpretation of the category names overriding the flowchart and definitions, as well as a
certain amount of ambiguity in the vocalizations being coded. The matter of the definitions
is a problem that could be averted by shifting to use coders with a higher expertise in
psychology studies and behavioral coding, to do so would have defeated the purpose of
creating a protocol that could be used by a robotics lab without multiple psychologists
available. Therefore, going forward, we saw the need for two further shifts: (1) better defini-
tions for this set of behavior categories (the final definitions as shown in Table 1), which can
be used without the flowchart, which we hypothesized was potentially introducing some
confusion to the coding process by providing coders with two possible means by which to
arrive at a category; (2) an emphasis placed on the provided definitions of category names,
perhaps by using letters instead of full words to which each coder brings their subjective
definition; and (3) the creation of an alternate protocol where behavioral categories are
broken down into many specific subcategories. Additionally, we considered that, due to
the coders being instructed to categorize every vocalization as well as the chaotic nature of
the data, there would necessarily be disagreement in cases of high ambiguity. This is to
be expected at some points in any language-based interaction [27], but is likely amplified
in in-the-wild scenarios where there is limited context guiding the coders’ interpretations
regarding the vocalizations of particular individuals. This subjectivity prohibiting high
levels of intercoder agreement is not unheard of in behavioral coding, though it is consid-
ered rare, and can be mitigated through the use of multiple coders [23]. Therefore, it may
be that, rather than using a primary coder supplemented by secondary coders to assess
consistency, it would be better to look at the cases where several coders agree and take
those as the behaviors which are unambiguous and useful for analysis within this protocol.

6. Qualitative Analyses

While behavioral coding is one way to describe a qualitative data set, this streamlining
of data also flattens it [23]. It is therefore beneficial to describe the data through additional
means to gain a clearer picture of the interactions [28]. While the incidental behaviors
identified as possibly relevant were not well-defined enough to be part of the coding
protocol, we nevertheless saw value in using those categories to perform a qualitative
analysis more specific to these particular interactions. We also sought to attempt an analysis
of the children’s use of suffixes with regard to the robot as another possible avenue for
vocalization-based behavior analysis.

6.1. Incidental Behaviors

Coder 1 went through the interactions and noted where they observed instances of
the behaviors in Table 2 as an observational analysis [29]. The “Aggressive” category was
excluded due to the unusually high inter-coder variation seen between coders 1 and 2,
though for the purpose of this type of analysis, it could have instead been split up into
two separate categories, one for socially pushy behavior and one for violent behavior.
“Interactive” and “Non-interactive” were intended to only apply to instances where the
intent seemed to be clear; where the coder felt there was ambiguity, neither category
was applied.

The experiments each had four distinct stages (pre-interaction, roll call, activity and
post-interaction), and it was notable that, in many cases, these behaviors were identified
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to be concentrated in similar stages across all experiments. Table 8 shows the number of
occurrences of each behavior by stage, and Table 9 shows the percentage of total analyzable
behaviors each of these incidental behaviors represented within each experiment. The
results in Table 9 were calculated from the total number of data points analyzed for each
experiment: 393 for experiment 1, 534 for experiment 2, and 453 for experiment 3.

Table 8. Number of occurrences of each behavior of interest through all 3 experiments, sorted
by stage.

Behavior Pre-Interaction Roll Call Activity Post-Interaction

Interactive 40 26 11 7
Non-interactive 11 6 6 25

Surprise 3 12 12 0
Tsukkomi 0 13 2 0

Insult 6 10 8 2
Fear 3 3 0 0

Command 3 6 5 1
Death 4 4 1 8

Impatience 4 5 0 0
Helpful 3 2 2 0

Table 9. Percentage representation of each incidental behavior within each experiment.

Behavior Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3

Interactive 13.20 3.75 2.65
Non-interactive 3.3 5.43 1.32

Surprise 4.06 1.87 0.22
Tsukkomi 1.52 1.5 0.22

Insult 2.79 1.31 1.77
Fear 0.51 0.19 0.66

Command 1.27 1.69 0.22
Death 1.78 1.5 0.44

Impatience 1.02 0.37 0.66
Helpful 1.52 0.19 0

All behaviors except helpfulness, which was not observed in experiment 3, were
observed across all three experiments. Interactive behaviors (clearly seeking reactions from
the robot) were most commonly seen during the pre-experiment and roll call stages, while
non-interactive behaviors (clearly treating the robot as something that will not react or
respond) were most often seen in the pre- and post-experiment stages. References to the
robot dying or being dead were also most common in the pre- and post-experiment stages,
as well as the roll calls stage, with the highest occurrence being in the post-experiment stage.
Impatience and talk of fearing the robot were observed only in the pre-experiment and
roll call stages. Surprise, tsukkomi (a joking way of pointing out that the robot has done
something wrong) and insults were primarily observed during the roll call and activity
stages. Commands and helpfulness were observed across the pre-experiment, roll call and
activity stages.

These results paint a picture of the children acclimating to the presence and actions
(or inaction) of the robot over the course of the experiment, with fear, impatience and
attempts to interact with the robot observed principally in early stages, surprise and
condescension (interpreted through “insult” and “tsukkomi” behaviors) at the robot’s
abilities and limitations observed in the middle stages when the robot is active, and
commenting on the robot as an object after the experiment, though there are still some
children who attempt to initiate interactions, give commands or comment on the robot’s
immobility as “death” at this stage.

However, this acclimatization did not entirely last from one experiment to the next.
Fear behaviors were observed across all experiments. Surprise and tsukkomi were seen
with less frequency from each experiment to the next, but were nonetheless present in every
experiment. This may reflect the presence of children in each experiment who had not
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been present in the previous experiments, or simply an effect of the time that had passed
between each experiment (approximately a month between each).

6.2. Naming the Robot

Whenever the robot was referred to by name, we noted whether it was named
“kundzuke”, referring to following the name with the suffix -kun (as children would
refer to a male classmate) or “yobisute”, without a suffix (as an object, pet, particularly
close friend, or indicating derision). No other suffixes were used to refer to the robot.

The number of instances of children referring to the robot by name and whether or
not they used a suffix are indicated in Table 10.

Table 10. Instances of the Pepper robot being called by name with a note of whether it is with the
-kun suffix (kundzuke) or without suffix (yobisute), sorted by experiment.

Experiment Kundzuke Yobisute

1 46 32
2 13 32
3 6 30

At times, a pattern can be discerned, which is more indicative of group dynamics than
the robot itself. Within the first 3 min of the first video, while the robot is still turned off
before the first experiment, the children start out referring to it as “Pepper-kun”, until one
child speaks up nicknaming the robot “Toiletpepper”, without suffix. There is a chorus
of children repeating this nickname, and when the children once again refer to the robot
by name shortly after, they drop the suffix and call it “Pepper”. Not long after this, the
children begin to wonder why the robot is not moving, and once again begin referring to
it as “Pepper-kun”. After that, for the remaining 4 min before the robot begins to move
and commences roll call, and then through the roll call itself, there are instances of children
referring to Pepper with and without the -kun suffix with no discernible pattern. During
the dance activity and after the experiment however, Pepper is only referred to in the
yobisute form without a suffix.

Throughout the second and third experiment, the children sometimes use a -kun suffix,
but in every stage of both of these experiments, there are more instances of the children
referring to Pepper without a suffix than with -kun. This is shown in Table 11. The results
show that, upon becoming acclimatized to Pepper’s presence, the children increasingly
referred to it without a suffix, though there was still the occasional child who kept the suffix.

Table 11. Instances of the Pepper robot being called by name with a note of whether it is with the
-kun suffix (kundzuke) or without suffix (yobisute), separated by each stage of each experiment.

Experiment Stage Kundzuke Yobisute

1 pre-interaction 25 19
1 roll call 21 10
1 dance 0 2
1 post-interaction 0 1
2 pre-interaction 3 6
2 roll call 6 9
2 storybook 0 6
2 post-interaction 4 11
3 pre-interaction 1 3
3 roll call 0 9
3 dance 0 1
3 transition 0 8
3 storybook 3 6
3 post-interaction 2 3
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This could reveal that with repeated exposure to Pepper, many children began to view
the robot more as an object than a classmate. It could also signal increased familiarity
from some children, and derision from others. “Toiletpepper” continued to get thrown
around throughout the three experiments, sometimes with the -kun suffix. At one point,
one child cuts across someone shouting “Toiletpepper” by saying “Toumorokoshipepper”,
“toumorokoshi” being the Japanese word for corn.

As a group, it is noteworthy that all through the three experiments, there remain
children who use the kundzuke form of address, which could signal that in some way they
feel the robot is akin to another child, deserving of a certain degree of polite address.

7. Coding with New Data and Coders

While our results of the coding protocol suggested that there was a need for better
training of coders and clearer definitions, we also hypothesized that, to some degree,
the ambiguity of in-the-wild vocalization data results in variable interpretations between
coders. In order to test this hypothesis, we conducted a third round of coding using a
different data set. In keeping with our aim that this coding process be accessible to non-
expert coder, only one coder from rounds 1 and 2 was consulted, while the other two coders
were new to the process. A training process was designed to familiarize the new coders
with the process, and the flowchart was omitted in keeping with the conclusion outlined in
Section 5 that the presence of both definitions and a flowchart may have been introducing
ambiguity to the protocol.

7.1. Methods

These data were taken from two in-the-wild interactions conducted with 4–9 children
aged 3–8 in India in the English language in 2019 and recorded on video with audio.
Due to the lower number of children and the lack of video restrictions in recording these
interactions, these data had a higher quality of both video and audio, and it was possible
to make out which individual was speaking in most cases. Three coders all native or
fully fluent in English (though none native speakers of Indian English) were recruited:
coder 1 from the first two rounds as well as two new coders, coders 4 and 5, who were
provided with instructions and the final category definitions as shown in Table 1, with no
flowchart, and instructions to code each category as the first letter of the category name
(i.e., To = T, About = A, Dialogue = D, etc.). As before, only coder 1 had experience in
behavioral coding; coders 4 and 5 did not. Sections of each interaction were selected and
manually transcribed for coding and training. Two data sets were created for training.
The first training data set consisted of a fake transcript with no corresponding video or
audio, 31 entries long; the second training set was taken from a segment of an interaction
that would be excluded from analysis: a video-and-audio segment 2 min long consisting
of 41 transcript entries. After each round of training, the coders would be consulted about
each point of disagreement; if it was a mistake, then it would be corrected, and if it was a
difference of interpretation of the audio and video, then it would be left as it was. Following
the training, the coders were instructed to code one segment from each of the in-the-wild
experiments. Experimental set 1 was a 2 min segment consisting of 62 transcript entries;
experimental set 2 was a 1.5 min segment consisting of 59 transcript entries. Segments
selected from the experiments for experiments and training sets were chosen from sections
with little to no use of Indian-English-specific terms and expressions to minimize any
artifacts due to the coders’ lack of experience with Indian English. Both experimental data
sets were included in intercoder agreement analysis. Entries where all coders agreed a data
point was Unclear were removed before assessing intercoder agreement.

7.2. Results

The results are shown in Table 12. This time, with only the definitions provided and the
coders using letters to code the categories, the names of the categories were not mentioned
by any coder as a reason for any of their choices. Intercoder agreement percentage was
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found to be roughly equivalent or a little lower than that seen between three coders in
round 2, while ICC value was found to be higher, with the total ICC between all three
coders being in the range of 0.5 to 0.75, indicating moderate reliability. The same percentage
of agreement was observed between coders 1 and 5 as well as coders 4 and 5, but points
of agreement and disagreement between coders continued to vary, as can be seen from
the differing ICC values. Taking majority consensus where any two coders agreed led
to a rate of 86.27% agreement, lower than the 93.45% agreement observed between three
coders in round 2, but with a much higher ICC value that indicates moderate reliability.
While the flowchart had been omitted this time to force coders to focus on the definitions,
it is possible that some of the specific instructions contained within the flowchart (such
as how to code different types of laughter and answers to specific questions) do lead to
higher intercoder agreement in terms of direct proportions. However, in conjunction with
the interviews conducted during the training sets, we believe that while the definition of
subcategories may aid in the process of raising intercoder agreement, to a large degree,
the lack of agreement seen in rounds 2 and 3 is the result of lack of clarity or context in
in-the-wild data, emphasizing the need for multiple coders in order to establish a consensus
on which vocalizations’ meanings are highly subjective.

Table 12. Inter-coder agreement analysis of round 3 of coding with 2/3 new coders and new data
using percentages and interclass correlation coefficients (ICC).

Coders Percentage Agreement ICC

Total agreement 41.18% 0.5110
Coder 1 vs. 4 52.94% 0.4880
Coder 4 vs. 5 57.84% 0.5397
Coder 1 vs. 5 57.84% 0.5114

At least 2 agree 86.27% N/A

8. Discussion and Lessons

While some in-the-wild studies view the noisy effects of the environment and by-
standers as a detraction from the human–robot interaction that is the focal point of the
experiment [30], our analysis attempted to incorporate these environmental vocalizations
into the interpretation, with moderate success. The definitions used in the first and even sec-
ond rounds of coding were insufficient, and contributed to the lack of agreement between
coders. In order for the behavioral coding protocol to be applied reliably, improvement is
needed. While we did not perform a round of coding with the final definitions, we ended
with more specific and useful definitions than in round 1.

While some changes between the rounds of coding did bring the ICC value closer to
the necessary bare minimum of 0.5, it was only the third round of coding, conducted with
new data and new coders, that brought it above that threshold. However, using the ICC
also required conversion of the categories to numerical values. While an effort was made
to assign numerical values in a way that had some internal logic, they are not designed
to be numerical values. Though it is standard to have a single primary coder and a single
secondary coder to check agreement, rounds 2 and 3 of coding saw a roughly equivalent
rate at which at least 2 of the 3 agreed, which was in the range of 86–93% majority agreement.
We attribute this to the chaotic nature of in-the-wild group CRI experiments with little to
no structure, and therefore see the need for consensus building between coders as a feature
of the subjectivity inherent to the interpretations of some of the vocalizations [23].

After the first round of coding, we cut out the Reactive category designed to identify
instances where the children’s reactions indicate that the robot has done something unex-
pected. However, other studies have found this useful in vocalization-centric analyses that
incorporate only some visual elements [3], indicating that this might be a category worth
revisiting, perhaps as more of a focal point than we tried in round 1. The investigation
of reactions to unexpected experiences with the robot is an aspect of several in-the-wild
studies [31,32], and while that can be performed without reliance on this particular be-
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havioral coding scheme, if the categories were to be redefined for a future study, the
reintroduction of the Reactive category may be worth consideration.

Another aspect to consider is that this coding protocol was conducted without any
training set or training process for the coders. The coders were simply introduced to the
protocol and asked to code the experiments. After the initial 33.82% agreement between
coders 1 and 2 in the first round, they exhibited 60.70% agreement in the second round.
While some of this may be attributed to the redefinition of the categories, the training they
experienced in the first round and the discussion after likely also had an effect. With more
training and clearer definitions applied as shown in Table 1, we believe the 93% agreement
rate between any two of the three coders in round 2, as well as the 86% agreement rate
for the same conditions in round 3, is evidence that there can be more agreement and
consistency between coders. Furthermore, the results of the round of coding attempted
with new data and coders detailed in Section 7 may demonstrate that with training and
clearer definitions, ICC values could be raised to the range of moderate reliability, despite
the lower overall agreement percentage. However, the nature of in-the-wild interactions is
that there is often a lack of clarity on the context of a given vocalization, and this introduces
an unavoidable element of subjectivity.

Use of multiple coders in cases where there is unavoidable subjectivity is an established
method in behavioral coding [23]. While there is some inherent subjectivity in language
use [27], the in-the-wild group interaction setting adds further ambiguity to the type of data
we wish to analyze, as with so many children present, the context of many vocalizations
are not clear even with video. While subjective measures can be assessed by taking the
average of a numerical value given by multiple coders [33], as we are not using numerical
values, we recommend majority consensus. Going forward, even if agreement is assessed
by majority out of at least three non-expert coders, it is still necessary to consider each
coder’s experience level, and train the coders as needed before the experiment. In round 3,
we found two short rounds of training with feedback after each round to be sufficient in
curbing cases where coders misunderstand the process or the definitions of each category.
With majority agreement analysis, even if there is not 100% agreement, analysis could
discount data points where all three coders disagree in the same manner as those which
are coded as Unclear. Additionally, the number of coders could be increased in order to
enhance the reliability of results.

While we did base the coding categories upon the same sorts of principles applied in
wild dolphin studies, the resulting protocols are very different in a number of ways. In
the protocol used for wild dolphins, there are only a few visual factors that researchers
need to observe: speed and direction of movement, presence of fish and fowl, and the
distribution of the dolphin pod [12]. There are cases of ambiguity, especially for a coder
new to the protocol, but there is no point at which a category could not be applied to
the observation of a visible dolphin pod, though multiple categories might be required.
In contrast, the vocal behavior of humans has far more ambiguity, and cannot always fit
into one of the designated categories. The biggest difference comes from the fact that one
requires observing the behavior of the group as a whole, while the other isolates and codes
individual behavior and attempts to code it in the context of the group. This difference
is rooted in visual versus auditory behavior observation, as it is more difficult to assess
the behavior of a group as a whole using an audio medium. An alternate audio-based
behavioral coding approach might be to define categories of overall group behavior over
fixed units of time, such as silence, non-robot related cacophony, robot-related cacophony,
etc. While breaking interactions up into units of time rather than by individual vocalizations
might introduce a higher degree of subjectivity, such an approach would likely also require
more training, and therefore could yield more reliable results.

Beyond the behavior coding protocol, however, vocalization-based behavioral analysis
offers the opportunity for further studies with children circumstances where filming is
not possible or practical. Here, we have only presented a simple analysis of incidental
behaviors identified through the three experiments, and an analysis of how the children
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referred to the robot with suffixes particular to Japanese language and culture. Our results
consistently showed that, through the experiments, the children increasingly treated the
robot less like a classmate and more like an object. This finding would be consistent with
other studies, which have found that as the novelty effect wears off, the users’ more science-
fiction-derived expectations of the robot abate [31]. These observation-based analyses are
qualitative in nature, and are more useful in describing individual events or series of events
than they are at effectively contrasting different experiments or producing reproducible
results. One of the strengths of in-the-wild studies is the variety of unexpected behaviors
and reactions that might be encountered, and there is value to using qualitative methods
to describe them; however, in both the psychological sciences and the tech industry, more
quantitative approaches are generally considered. The qualitative analysis of an individual
event or series of events may be more akin to a sociological approach [28], which may be
an approach worth considering for more in-the-wild robot interaction studies, especially as
robots become more common among humans in workplace settings [34].

This is not intended an exhaustive list of the possibilities in vocalization analysis.
For instance, in English, one might look at the use of gendered pronouns related to the
robot. Unlike Japanese, English is a language where pronouns are frequently necessary,
which provides more opportunity to assess if the robot is being spoken of as an object,
or if it is being gendered and how. There are many other approaches that could be ex-
plored, including the impacts of the robot’s language on the children’s use of language
and imitation behaviors [35–38], as well as cases when the children cannot understand
the robot’s accent or vice versa [10]. While this approach to analysis is not the ideal for
all group CRI in-the-wild analyses, such as those where there are better video data and
clear one-to-one interactions with the robot, or in which individuals can be differentiated
from one another [31,39], we believe it could be useful particularly in those cases where
language is already a point of focus [3,6,10]. In labs with access to coders with a higher
level of expertise in behavioral studies, perhaps these categories could provide the basis
for the definition of categories in such a way as could lead to higher rates of intercoder
agreement. In recent years, machine learning approaches have been utilized in behavioral
coding as an alternative to the use of human coders [40,41], and with the progress in large
language models, this could be an approach used to analyze vocalization data as well.

9. Conclusions

Our vocalization-centric behavioral coding protocol was designed to assess general
engagement with the robot in in-the-wild interactions for robotics labs without experienced
coders. We were not able to reach a high rate of agreement between two coders. Based
on the rate of majority consensus observed between three coders, we believe that the
combination of our use of non-expert coders and the inherent subjectivity of group in-the-
wild data warrants an approach that relies on building consensus between multiple coders.
In addition to the use of multiple coders, we recommend two alterations to the protocol
to be applied in the future: emphasis of the provided definitions of the coding categories,
and the use of specific subcategories to aid the coders. We also have shown several ways
in which verbal behavior can be analyzed, alongside or in the absence of visual data of
child–robot interactions, highlighting this approach as a potential direction for future CRI
studies in the wild.

10. Ethics Statement

Both sets of experiments were performed as opt-in events with parents present. Parents
were informed in advance that this would be an experiment in which we would observe
the children’s responses to the robots, and that the video recordings would be for internal
use only, with no identifying screenshots or identifying information released to the public.
Furthermore, events were conducted with full priority given to the wishes and requests of
the school/hosting location, including the structure of the event, the types of activities, and
location of the camera. Because the events were opt-in events designed in collaboration with
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the host location, with the parents informed and present, with no identifying information
intended to be collected (participants were anonymous to the researchers), and what
identifying information was incidentally collected not to be released, by Japanese law, as
well as the ethics protocols of our institution in the years when these events were conducted
(2018 and 2019), this study did not meet the threshold required for review by an ethics
committee. These ethical practices are the same as seen in other publications, such as [2,9].
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